No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose
of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.
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Annotation

Although the candidate has developed his/her response and some
information is correct, there are some inconsistencies within the
candidate’s answers showing that the general meaning is not
understood.
Further, some of the answers are fabricated which means that there is a
lack of comprehension eg Homework is very stressful and may be hard
to turn in time.
The candidate’s answers convey some of the general meaning and the
information is mostly correct eg The teens in NZ are different to teens in
Cuba. He can’t join a team as there is no space.

2

3

Had the candidate also provided further details (not sharing a room with
Paco) or/and described problems and their causes (his parents do not
listen to him, his parents think he is disobedient) he/she would have
reached A4.
The candidate is able to identify basic information and translate this
meaningfully in their answers eg He’s become more talkative, impatient
and a little bit ambitious. He’s no longer timid, shy or nervous.

3

3

In part b some of the information is made up and does not correspond
to the text eg So that they become best friends. It’s important to make
friends.
Demonstrates some understanding of the text(s), and conveys some
of the general meaning.
Within the candidate’s response there is evidence of clear
understanding of the information which is (for some) communicated
unambiguously eg Don’t be too preoccupied with the health. It’s very
rich. It contains chilies for flavour.

4

5

In some places there is some ambiguous information remaining and this
is especially true in Plato 3 eg This is a very typical desert in Australia
and the candidate could have reached M6 should he/she have been
less vague.
Note that this is a borderline M5 for the reasons stated above.
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From the candidate’s response it is clear that the general meaning is
understood and conveyed eg They believe it has advantages such as
revising class work. There is no time to think.
The information is mostly correct and there is a level of consistency with
the candidate’s answers eg They could provide better examples and
model answers.
Some of the information is conveyed correctly showing some
understanding eg He is shy and nervous. People have no patience
for his Cuban accent. He has no time to go out.
Had the candidate had added more correct information this question
would have reached A4.
Even though some of the information is correct eg Manola has been
posting photos on Facebook of her new boyfriend the general meaning
is not understood eg Javier has become more emotional, talkative…
There is a level of inconsistency in the candidate’s response and had
the candidate been more consistent and added other correct
information this question would have reached A3.
The candidate’s answers feature relevant and detailed information
which demonstrates clear understanding eg She loves this dish but
only with tomato sauce. It is not very spicy however it contains chillies.
Some say it was first made in Australia but she thinks this is dish is
from New Zealand.

4

5

Had the candidate communicated most of the information
unambiguously eg They eat on the week and her grandmother cooks
because her father never cooks for her mother instead of Her
grandmother has to cook it because her dad says no one else can cook
it like his mum then this question would have reached M6.
Note that this is a strong M5 response.

